2018-19
Cosmetology Program
Osbourn High School
Instructor: Arnaz Dotivala
Culture and Norms

Students take charge in establishing the culture where students take charge of their learning and classroom environment.
You know you connected with them when they stop in mid stride and are transfixed with what they are learning.

Learning happens all the time.

Osbourn Cosmetology Post-
Wigs for Kids

3 generous clients,

3 donations

Students research the best hair donation sites and learn value of giving back with their skills

Learning while giving back
Review, Review, Review...

2018-19 2nd year cosmetology students reviewing skills from last year starting 1st day of school.

Comment from former student-

Stephanie Leigh Too bad I’m not local I’d love to come in and say hello!

Osbourn Cosmetology Post
Staying Current in the Industry

Students learn how to use the latest and greatest in Haircare Industry. Client receives a stand alone Olaplex treatment before we do a soft curl permanent. Olaplex repairs damaged hair bonds and allows the hair to remain healthy during and after chemical services.

➢ Remote Collaborative Learning Community-

Donna Hogg That’s terrific, Arnaz!! Your students are learning about some great tools and products! I have my students using it also, and they love it!
Collaborative Learning and Use of Technology

Awesome presentations on the History of Cosmetology and discussing each era by Cosmetology 1 students.

Comments from Far and Near

Lise Nielsen My grandmother said that she actually had a perm like that 70-75 years ago 😳

Irene Koufalis I am hiring

Love

Arnaz C Dotivala Wish you were closer
Support from Business Partners

Thank you Haircuttery for your generous donation of professional hair color.

Osbourn Cosmetology Post
Former Students in the Business

I know I push my kids to be the best they can be but this is the result. This is the 4th student who was hired this month. She was only a day late in informing me 😆
Clinic/Salon Skills

2nd year cosmetology students getting ready for clinic services.
First year Cosmetology students make their debut offering their skills during all lunches today. Pink hair extensions to spread Breast Cancer Awareness, manicures and henna and of course putting professionalism in practice. Thank you to all the admin who supported us. Thanks to the custodial staff without whom our set up would be time consuming. And a huge shout out to Ms. Suzanne Westre Seaberg for encouraging the students. It truly takes a village to raise kids.
Hair Cuttery Orientation for Cosmetology students. During the year Cosmetology students will participate in Work Based Learning and partner with Industry professionals.
Fundraising while having a little fun

Cosmetology students practicing face painting.

October 31st Halloween day, Cosmetology students will offer face painting to children under the age of 10 years from 3:30pm to 5:00 pm. Cost will be $2 to $5. Come in and let us add a memorable touch to children’s halloween costume.

Osbourn Cosmetology Post
Project Based Learning

Team of Year 1 and 2 Osbourn Cosmetology students helped make a beautiful lady’s day more special. Alexandra Feliciano thank you for the opportunity to do your and your bridesmaids’ hair and makeup on your big day.
Collaborative Learning

6 teams means 6 perms. Students take on PBL like champs. We are almost at the end of the unit and today the kids designed and executed a permanent wave of their choice along with their teammate. Not a single student abused their phone and they worked like pros. Love days like this.
Focus and Technique is a strong combination.
Business Partners support our program

Excellent class with Hair Cuttery team. Students learned about professionalism, retail, consultation and of course techniques. The best part is the students are invited to shadow at the local Salons. 2nd year impressed the team enough and will be contacted for potential hire as the students get closer to graduation.
Higher Order Thinking and Collaborative Learning.

Our color unit keeps getting exciting. Students collaborate to understand existing color, target color, how exposing underlying pigment affects the formulation of color and finally watch how oxidation of developers differ and matter, all while learning techniques. The best part is these kids ask more higher order thinking questions which we tackle by discussions and doing.
It was a busy week for Osbourn cosmetology.
Thank you to Haircuttery for a men’s haircutting demonstration. This tied in beautifully with our cutting techniques unit.
Project Based Learning and Community Display of Student Work

Cosmetology 1 Annual Fantasy Manikin project now has a student project on display at the Center for the Arts Greater Manassas and Prince William county at the Candy factory.
Peer Mentoring

It's an awesome feeling when two of your advanced students teach their peers. These two ladies organized their classmates into workstations and rotated between them teaching and mentoring.

Opportunities for Growth
Coffee and Doughnuts with Industry Professionals

Coffee and Doughnuts with licensed professionals. Students had an amazing experience meeting and discussing the profession with our licensed business partners from Haircuttery and licensed former students. I was nicely surprised when they remained engaged and asked questions.
The Fantasy Hair Project

Collaboration, Team work, Unique learning, project based learning, acknowledging their creativity, and motivation for competitions.

Kids stay after school to finish the fantasy project. Nice end to the hairstyling unit for the 1st year students. The excitement is always so contagious. After learning the basics the goal is to break or apply the rules of hairstyling. Kids think outside the box, the project must have a write up, a theme and a reason. Looking forward to reading their descriptions.
Life comes full circle in the teaching world when your successful former student comes back to teach advanced color techniques. Savannah Cook is a licensed cosmetologist working for Haircuttery and specializes as a hair colorist. 1st and 2nd year students were able to learn her unique balayage techniques.
Preparing for State Exam

And so the rigorous training begins... Cosmetology 2 students packed their state exam bags to prepare for the licensing exam training. Thank you Osbourn for the free dinners. Well fed kids perform much much better.
Where there is a will, there is a way

Students worked on clients in the Eagle salon after school. They did this to raise enough money for their peers to go on the New York International Beauty Show field trip.
School Based Activities and Representing the Program

Cosmetology students proudly representing their program at the Osbourn Electives fair.
Jump Starting their Career with Popular Industry Trends and Certifications

Keratin Complex certification class. Students learn by participating in a hands on workshop.

The Eagle Salon is now a Keratin Complex Certified Salon. 2nd year students were certified today as Keratin Complex professionals.

Average Cost of Keratin Complex in the Salon is $300 - $800.
SkillsUSA District Competitions

1st place Esthetics
1st place Fantasy
2nd place Barbering
Mr. and Miss. Osbourn

Cosmetology students as backstage hair and makeup artists for Miss and Mr Osbourn.
Cosmetology students met two professional celebrity artists today. The students could barely contain their excitement. Can’t wait to take them to the New York International Beauty Show next week.

Professional Tools make a difference!
Cosmetology 1 and 2 visited the International Beauty Show in New York today. It has been a long but a super successful day. Osbourn Eagles remained professional at all times and met with the industry professionals, learnt new techniques and products.
Busy Thursday at Osbourn’s Eagle Salon. Cosmetology 2 students successfully accomplished a Soft curl permanent, a Keratin treatment, and a color correction and finishing it with Spiral foiling, including maintaining the integrity of the hair with Olaplex on clients. These kids are ready for the professional world.
Mock Interviews

Are they really Mock…???

Mock Interviews for Cosmetology
2 students by the Haircuttery Team.

So proud of my kids, they rose to the challenge and soared like true Eagles

Update- Every Student has at least one job offer, if not more. Five students are currently working in the salon (May 20th, 2019)
Virginia SkillsUSA

So proud of these young ladies! They worked hard and spent countless hours perfecting their techniques. All of them took a medal or two.

Gold in Esthetics, Gold and Silver in Fantasy Hair Design, Bronze in Barbering, and Silver in Cosmetology Technical exam.
State Exam Practice Sessions.

Taking advantage of Spring break can also look like this. Cosmetology 2 students training diligently for state exam.
Helping Each Other.

Student Mentoring
Teacher Appreciation Day

1st year students charm the teachers with their customer service skills and practical skills.

#Givingbacktotheteachers
#spreadthejoyandlove
Success!!!!

11 Licenses

All students have more than 1 job offer.
National Champions

Bronze Medal Winner
Esthetics Competition
National SkillsUSA
Louisville, Kentucky